General Services Coordinating Committee 
MINUTES
April 7, 2018
At NYYM Spring Sessions, Brooklyn, NY

Present: John Cooley, Laura Cisar, Matt Scanlon, Ro Press, Doug Way, Karen Way, Linda Houser, Bridget Bower, Callie Janoff, Lucinda Antrim, Carol Summar, Deb Wood, Jill McLellan, Steve Mohlke, Chad Gilmartin, Sarah Way, Robin Gowin

Regrets: Tim Johnson, Jerry Leaphart, Lisa Gasstrom Hans-Jürgen Lehmann, Barbara Menzel

The meeting opened with a period of worship.

We began with introductions.

Trustees:  No formal report. 

Lindley Murray Fund Trustees:   Martha Smith is now clerk and their work is moving forward.

Audit Committee:   Linda Houser and Laura Cisar reported. They are working on the objectives to facilitate an audit, working on finding a clerk, documenting their own procedures, etc.     We received the report and will attach the report to the minutes.

Sessions Committee:  Linda Houser reported on the 2018 complimentary stay procedures.  We reviewed and revised the document titled: Complimentary SBY Stays and the EQ Fund. The revised document is attached.

“Changes to financial assistance for attending summer sessions” This piece is intended for Spark. 

Doug Way reported on the document:  EQUALIZATION FUND PROCESS FOR REQUESTS AND DONATIONS.  It contains a history of the Equalization Fund. The process for applying for funds has changed in that it no longer requires applicants to contact their Monthly Meeting prior to applying. It does require applicants to state their connection to Friends; the intent is to support Friends in the NYYM area.

Questions arose over the financial procedures surrounding the Equalization Fund expressing a need to make our procedures consistent, fair and transparent while protecting the privacy of participants. Inclusion in the financial guidelines for consistency across our systems is important. Laura Cisar will distribute her revised draft to Melanie-Claire Mallison, Doug, Linda, John,  Bridget, Steve, and Helen Garay Toppins.
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Personnel Committee.  Steve Molkke reported. They are proposing consideration of combining the two vacant (Young Adult and Children and Youth) field secretary positions into one.  Are there issues?  The document is attached. Friends asked questions and provided suggestions for process and job description.

GSCC recommends that the proposal go before the body tomorrow morning with the question, “What are the concerns and challenges you want to see addressed in this proposal?”        Friends approved

Laura Cisar also reported on personnel issues involving health insurance that had not been taxed that is now a taxable benefit. For the first quarter, NYYM paid the tax rather than the employee.   We need a solution for acquiring benefits coordination expertise when we don’t have it. 

Communications. Sarah Way reported for Communications Committee. They now have a clerk. Their conversation about themes for Spark, involved what’s bubbling up in the YM. There were also conversations about formats and content to reach various age groups in the YM.  Chad Gilmartin reported that his plate is very full and he is energized about the variety of platforms available for promoting our work. 

Internal nominating committee. Linda Houser has agreed to serve as assistant clerk. They are still looking for a clerk and a recording clerk.

Development Committee.  A report from Jerry Leaphart is attached.
 
Financial Services Committee.   Matt Scanlon reported that the Financial Services Committee approved a policy for cash management to be added to the financial guidelines. Friends received the attached report

Treasurer.  Laura Cisar reported on the voucher process. There is now a calendar with information about the timing of voucher submission and payment on the voucher page on the website, as well as all the forms with the necessary bookkeeping codes.

John Cooley, clerk
Bridget Bower, acting recording clerk










ATTACHMENTS:    

Complimentary SBY Stays and the EQ Fund (1 page)
Young Adult and Children and Youth field secretary proposal (5 pages)

Other attachments needed:
	Audit Committee Report
	EQUALIZATION FUND PROCESS FOR REQUESTS AND DONATIONS.
	Development Committee Report
	Policy for cash management




































Summer Sessions at Silver Bay YMCA (SBY)
Complimentary SBY Stays & the Equalization Fund (EQ)
Silver Bay YMCA offers New York Yearly Meeting ten complimentary stays every summer, to be used in any way NYYM Sessions Committee decides. The stays are in double rooms with a private bath on the second floor of the Inn. The rationale for offering these stays is typically to accommodate staff and other members responsible for the operation of the session. The value of these stays is approximately $10,000.
Over the years we have used these complimentary stays almost exclusively for YM attenders — occasionally for plenary speakers and other program participants, and sometimes for YM staff. In recent years, to maximize the value of this benefit from the YMCA, Sessions Committee has offered most or all of the complimentary stays to YM attenders staying in the Silver Bay Inn second floor rooms with private baths. 
The attenders are asked to contribute the advertised rate for those stays directly to NYYM , understanding that their contribution cannot be claimed per se as a charitable donation, but rather as compensation for goods or services received. NYYM records this income as contributions received for services and credits all the income received for the complimentary rooms to the Equalization Fund. 
NYYM Staff and Sessions Committee members who are responsible for the operation of Summer Sessions book other rooms, typically at a lower cost than the complimentary stays. The cost of these rooms is booked to Staff Travel or Summer Sessions accounts (for the Summer Sessions Liaison for instance). However, if a NYYM staff person uses one of the complimentary stays, the cost of the stay is charged to Staff Travel and the Equalization Fund is credited with the value of the stay. 
If a Sessions Committee member responsible for the operation of Summer Sessions, a plenary speaker and or other program participant is given one of the complimentary stays, then it remains a complimentary stay and no money changes hands.


Approved by Sessions Committee, March 2018
Received and revised by GSCC April 6, 2018




Initial proposal and job description

Children, Youth and Young Adult Secretary for NYYM

To:  General Services Coordinating Committee,

The Personnel Committee would like you to consider a change in the yearly meeting staff structure.  Broadly, it involves combining the two part time field secretary positions into one. We offer a rationale for a Children, Youth and Young Adult Secretary and a draft job description.  I (Steve) have been the lead author but the committee has considered it and is behind it.

The plan we agreed on at the last Personnel meeting is that we would not ask the body to consider approving this at Spring Sessions. We thought that if General Services approves, it would be presented to the body with an invitation for feedback.  By Summer Sessions we believe we can address feedback and, if it still seems appropriate, put it forward for consideration at that time. 

The budget numbers in those two documents are vague. I can be more specific when we meet at sessions.

In sharing this with a few people beyond the Personnel Committee we already have some feedback that will need some attention after Spring Sessions.
· Some thinking and wording about WHY we want someone doing this would help
· Does it really make sense to have one person trying to work on both of these roles?
· Is one full time position enough?
· Is the CYYA secretary doing the work or primarily supervising and supporting the coordinators who do more of the programmatic work?
· Is it truly important for the CYYA Secretary to worship regularly with a monthly meeting?
· We need to add something about cultural competence
Steve and the Personnel Committee

4/5/2018
[The “rationale” document and the draft job description are appended, for those who do not find Google cloud accessible or convenient. ]
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Rationale:  CYYA Secretary for NYYM (appended to proposal to GSCC April 2018)

Proposed Children, Youth and Young Adult Secretary Position
When the General Secretary asked people why they thought we had so few applications for the open Young Adult Field Secretary position, the general responses were:
· No benefits
· Lots of weekend work
· Lots of travel
· As a half time position, it is not attractive to to people who need or want full time work

When the part time position of Children and Youth Field Secretary also opened up, multiple people asked, why not combine the two part time positions into one full time position with benefits. This should help attract candidates. Testing of this idea among the Personnel Committee, staff and a few others brought significant positive response but also some concerns.
Concerns expressed
· Working with young adults is a significantly different skill set than working with children and youth. Could we find somebody who could do both?
· Can any one person, even one with all the varied gifts needed, do this job?
· Young adults will lose out because the focus will end up on children & youth
· Children and youth will lose out because the focus will end up on young adults
· One person can’t be two places at once on a Sunday or weekend
· Paying benefits would mean that staff cost would increase
Addressing the concerns
We could address most of the concerns by following the model which is working for the ARCH program. A person in a full-time position anchors the program while local coordinators, working on a monthly stipend carry out the work in closer connection to monthly meetings than one person possibly could.  Local coordinators could be hired to balance the skills (children & youth vs young adults) and home base geography of the full time person. This would allow us to be multiple places at once on a Sunday or weekend. It would reduce the need to travel long distances.

The main concern not addressed by this personnel plan is finances.  Adding health insurance and retirement benefits for a full-time position and hiring local coordinators adds to personnel expenses.  Monthly meeting covenant donation levels have remained flat for several years and not recovered to their pre-recession levels. In the last couple years we’ve had increases in income as Trustees redesignated income from trust funds for use in the operating budget. That income is expected to continue but not increase significantly.  Due to responses to Development Committee requests we have seen significant increases in individual donations since 2012 when we formed the Development Committee.  This happened even though the committee has often struggled to meet and find its voice.  In March most of the Development Committee held a six hour, in-person meeting and found new life in the committee. The committee has reason to be optimistic about increases in individual giving but this remains untested.  
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The short term is definitely possible. Due to gaps in staffing during 2017 and 2018, and the corresponding drop in expenses, it would be possible to cover the additional costs of this personnel plan for at least 2018 and 2019 without any increases in our current income.  However, if we want to sustain this plan, we will need increases in income and the most likely source is individual contributions.
Other Questions
More specifically, what would this person do?
You can review a draft job description.
What about finding grants to help cover the costs?
Both our Young Adult Field Secretary position and our Children and Youth Field Secretary position were initially partially funded by grants. Grantors are typically interested in making it possible to try something new and don’t tend to fund ongoing staff expenses. The Friends Foundation for the Aging and its ongoing support of the ARCH program is a notable exception. Grants may emerge but we can’t count on them. We’ve had a chance to try these two part time positions with the help of grants. Do we like what we saw enough to sustain it ourselves?
Does this foster a "consumer" mentality in meetings?
In other words, will people think “staff is doing it so we don’t have to.” That could happen but the general idea is that staff help support volunteer efforts.  If nobody steps forward to coordinate a youth or young adult program at Spring or Fall Sessions then there is no program. If staff coordinate, then volunteers can use their gifts to lead particular parts of a program. People who might have stepped forward to coordinate as a volunteer can step forward in another way. 
How many local coordinators?
This isn’t clear yet. Probably between four and ten. The number would depend on need, effectiveness and budget.
What about the Vital Meetings Partner Project (Shoemaker grant)?
We are only partially through that grant-funded project.  Melinda carried a substantial portion of that work in her capacity as Children and Youth Field Secretary.  She is delighted to continue that work as a consultant for as long as necessary or until the grant is finished. Her new employer, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, is supportive of this. The remaining money in that grant will cover her consulting work for the duration of the project. We plan to look for ways to continue the practices developed as part of the grant to promote vital multi-generational monthly meetings. 
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Draft Job Description - CYYA Secretary
Overview
The Children, Youth and Young Adult Secretary supports and encourages multi-generational local meetings. The CYYA Secretary will network across local meetings among young adults and those engaged in work with families with children ages zero to eighteen. This includes serving as a locus and catalyst for community building, mentoring and outreach. This position is concerned both with nurturing young adult Friends and helping meetings to develop programs which nurture the spiritual life of children and their families. The CYYA Secretary supervises and supports the part-time local coordinators who help carry out this work. This is a full time position.
Supervision
The CYYA Secretary is supervised by the General Secretary. The CYYA Secretary coordinates with Powell House Youth Program Directors, counterparts from other yearly meetings and yearly meeting level committees that work with children, youth and young adults. The CYYA Secretary will work with the General Secretary to develop and maintain a work plan.
Qualifications
The CYYA Secretary should have a strong understanding of Quaker testimonies and practice. Strong verbal and written communication skills are essential. This person should be experienced working with groups, supporting volunteers and supervising staff. He or she should also be skilled at supporting and investing the gifts and energies of others, be personable, have a firm grasp on current electronic communication technologies, demonstrate an ability to maintain organized records, and be responsively and proactively communicative. It is expected that this Friend would worship regularly with a NYYM monthly meeting.  
Responsibilities
To be carried out by the CYYA Secretary plus local coordinators
1. Visitation - to understand the needs and learn who the people are. Engage in and support others in regular visitation of Monthly, Quarterly, Regional and Half Yearly Meetings, engaging with families and young adult Friends to facilitate deeper community and spiritual growth while also gaining insights as to how the Yearly Meeting as a whole can better integrate and support Friends in these age groups. It will be important to visit during most Sundays over a wide geographic area for the first few months and then this component of the work will decrease as other components increase.
2. Supervision - In the first few months, work with the Personnel Committee and staff to begin hiring local coordinators who will eventually help carry out these broad 
responsibilities. Since one person won’t be an expert in all age groups, it will be important to find local coordinators who round out the CYYA Secretary’s skills. Supervising and supporting local coordinators will take a significant portion of the time.
3. Projects - Together with volunteers and other staff, identify projects and develop a work plan to implement them. Projects will support the leadings, participation, and work of young adults, children and parents within the Religious Society of Friends.  In particular, the yearly meeting needs a Child Safety Policy and someone to reliably coordinate youth programs at Spring and Fall Sessions. Provide resources to meetings to start and/or maintain Religious Education for children and support committee members responsible for those activities. Develop and encourage other projects as they arise such as marches, lobbying efforts, spiritual development etc.
4. Gifts - The ultimate goal is that the CYYA Secretary and local coordinators encourage volunteer efforts by naming gifts, encouraging development of those gifts and providing support as needed. Provide pastoral care. Build and maintain individual relationships. Tend to the spiritual needs of young adults in the Yearly Meeting; provide individual and group support; develop leadership.  Facilitate religious education and spiritual opportunities. This won’t take much dedicated time because opportunities to do these things arise in the context of other responsibilities.
5. Vision - Identify the visions and callings emerging from NY Yearly Meeting and articulate that vision to help invite others into the work. This will happen more as opportunities arise than as a dedicated focus.
6. Administration - Provide Logistics support for young adult gatherings and for events for families and religious education leaders. Maintain list of people throughout NYYM working on youth and religious education. Encourage involvement of new people in the work. Identify further support needed. This will take a significant portion of available time.
7. Outreach - Identify / Maintain list who is out there in the Young Friends world who may not be attached to a meeting. Lead and support efforts to attract families with children to our meetings. Connect with organizations outside NYYM such as other yearly meetings, other Quaker organizations and schools. 
Accountability
The CYYA Secretary will
1. Be accountable to and communicate regularly with the General Secretary
2. Be familiar with the NYYM Personnel Manual
3. Submit expense vouchers and other record keeping in a timely fashion
4. Participate in periodic performance evaluations







